REU Schedule

Week 7: July 18 – July 22, 2005

You should continue work on your research projects this week. You should make appointments to visit with a research mentor for approximately 2-3 hours and appointments for flying lessons with Calvin in the empty blocks. Each student will have to give a short progress report including turning in copies of sample computer output, sample results and computations.

July 18:

9:00-10:00 Ryabogin – Real analysis
10:10-11:00 Ryabogin – Real analysis

July 19:

1:00-2:30 Nagy – Problem seminar.

July 20:

9:00-10:00 Ryabogin – Intro to real analysis
10:10-11:00 Ryabogin – Request
1:30-2:30 Weaver (CW 216) Physics by request.

July 21:

10:00-11:30 Nelson Pratt – More equipment demos
1:00-2:30 Nagy – Problem seminar.

July 22:

1:00-3:30 Auckly – Knot theory Lab

July 23:

7:00 pm BBQ at Lake